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ABSTRACT

Lecture videos are the major components in MOOCs. It is common for MOOC analytics researchers to model video behaviors in order to identify at-risk students. Much of the work emphasized prediction. However, we have little empirical understanding about these video interactions, especially at the click-level. For example, what kind of video interactions may indicate a student has experienced difficulty? To what extent can video interactions tell us about perceived video difficulty? In this paper, we present a video interaction analysis to provide empirical evidence about this issue. We find out that speed decreases, frequent and long pauses, infrequent seeks with high amount of skipping and re-watching indicate higher level of video difficulty. MOOC practitioners and instructors may use the insights to provide students with proper support to enhance the learning experience.

Introduction

Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) have swept online education into the mainstream. Most popular MOOC providers, exemplified by Coursera, Udacity and edX, are featured with video lectures, quizzes, tutorials, discussion forums and wikis. With thousands of learners taking MOOCs, learning analytics is making a big leap forward. One typical usage of such big educational data is the attempt to model students’ learning behaviors in terms of their social engagement (Brinton, Chiang, Jain, Lam, Liu & Wong, 2013) and video interactions (Kim, Guo, Seaton, Mitros, Gajos & Miller, 2014). Such models are then used for predicting students’ dropout (Halawa, Greene, & Mitchell, 2014; Sinha, Li, Jermann & Dillenbourg, 2014) and performance (Jiang, Warschauer, Williams, O’Dowd & Schenke, 2014), analyzing demographics (Guo & Reinecke, 2014) and engagement (Kizilcec, Piech & Schneider, 2013) etc.

Since video lectures are the major means for delivering MOOC content, analyzing video interactions has received much research attention. Existing research involving video analysis typically only takes into account macro-level video activity features, such as the number of videos watched (Anderson, Huttenlocher, Kleinberg & Leskovec, 2014), engaging time (Guo & Reinecke, 2014) as well as the navigation styles (Guo, Kim & Rubin, 2014), except for few recent attempts that scale the analytics down to the click-level (Halawa, Greene & Mitchell, 2014; Kim, Guo, Seaton, Mitros, Gajos & Miller, 2014; Sinha, Li, Jermann & Dillenbourg, 2014). Compared to macro-level video activity features, click-level in-video analysis allows MOOC instructors to closely examine how a student interacts with each video lecture, e.g. what types of video interactions are employed, when they happen and how intense they are. This information further reflects the students’ learning status, such as encountering problems during watching the videos, which may provide opportunities for the MOOC practitioners to design proper interventions to support the students’ learning experience.

However, existing MOOC research literature lacks click-level video analysis that helps us infer students’ mind states, e.g. the perceived difficulty of different videos. Our research aims to fill this research gap by providing an empirical investigation of different types of video interactions. Our key research questions are:

(1) Do in-video interactions reflect students’ perceived video difficulty?

(2) If yes, then how do video interactions of different types and intensities correlate with the difficulty?
By answering these questions, we will gain insights on the effects of video interactions, which has the potential to help the instructors identify the videos that a particular student may have trouble with. In the long run, detecting problems and providing support is likely to increase the students’ engagement with MOOC and reduce the dropout rate.

**In-Video Interaction Analysis**

This paper involves analyzing in-video interactions. Such interactions typically only include limited types of actions, each of which is associated with a time span. Researchers have started investigating in-video interactions well before the MOOC era. In the mid-1990s, Dey-Sircar et al. applied Markov model to develop a tool for evaluating video system designs (Dey-Sircar, Salehi, Kurose & Towsley, 1994). Research work (Shenoy & Vin, 1995) and (Li, Liao, Qiu & Wong, 1996) both apply Markov chains to formulate an effective way of fast-forward/rewind service. These early research works mainly focused on video systems and quality-of-service issues. Research that attempted to understand and model video click behaviors did not come to light until late 1990s, when Branch et al. found that video interaction behaviors, in terms of the time spent on each viewing mode (i.e. play, pause, fast-forward, fast-rewind) can be modeled with lognormal distributions (Branch, Egan & Tonkin, 1999). In order to identify interesting video segments reflected by the users’ video interactions, Syeda-Mahmood et al. designed a user study with MediaMiner system (Syeda-Mahmood & Ponceleon, 2001), where they trained a Hidden Markov Model to learn from the ground-truth browsing states explicitly indicated by users. The goal was to generate video previews that best represent interesting video segments. All of the above studies were conducted in the time when the control menu of the video players were restricted to only continuous interactions, lacking discontinuous interactions (i.e. allow jumping between discontinuous time positions) that are common in today’s player controls, such as seeking forward/backward. These discontinuous interactions were only included for analysis in a recent study by Gopalakrishnan (Gopalakrishnan, Jana, Ramakrishnan, Swayne & Vaishampayan, 2011). However, compared to the continuous interactions, the duration of discontinuous interactions has different meanings, i.e. they refer to video player time instead of the actual time spent on the states, since these actions last for a negligible amount of time, but may result in skipping a large amount of video content.

**Method**

Our study is based on two undergraduate MOOCs offered in Coursera: “Reactive Programming (RP)”, which covers advanced topics in programing and “Digital Signal Processing (DSP)”, which is an entry-level Electrical Engineering course. An in-video survey is placed at the end of each video (See Figure 1) during the enactment of the courses. Only one question was asked: How easy was it for you to understand the content of this video? These surveys are posteriori evaluations that were answered by the learners right after they finished watching the video, providing ground-truth knowledge that allows us to reveal the hidden relationship between the video interaction and the perceived video difficulty. The surveys were not graded, so the students participated voluntarily. The responses were then coded with integer values from 1 to 5 to represent the difficulty ratings from “Very Easy” to “Very Difficult”.

![End-video surveys about perceived video difficulty.](image)

On the MOOC platform, the students are allowed to watch videos as many times as they wanted, but the number of views per video varies. Table 1 lists a descriptive overview of the video sessions of the two courses separated by the video visiting time (either first-time visit or revisits). As students who find videos more difficult are more likely to revisit them, the average difficulty in the revisiting sessions is higher. In this study, we do not investigate video revisiting behaviors and will only focus on the first-time visiting video sessions.
Many students left in the middle of the videos, leading to the so-called in-video dropouts. During the enactment of the two courses, Coursera did not always successfully log the time when in-video dropouts occurred. We filtered out the video sessions that did not contain any video interactions in the last 10 percent lengths of the videos. This eliminates the sessions with early in-video dropouts. The remaining dataset is our target, which contains only the video sessions where the students almost reached to the end. We also removed data entries containing inconsistent timestamps or event types. Finally, we keep 188,138 video sessions with 79.0% survey response rate for the RP course, and 28,994 sessions with 60.8% response rate for the DSP course.

Video Interaction Profiles
Coursera supports four different types of video controls, namely, play/pause (toggle), seek forward, seek backward and adjust video speed. Multiple types of interactions can coexist in the same video sessions, and the effects may interact with one another. For example, a student may pause a few times and increase the play speed in the same video. Then the rated video difficulty may relate to the effects of both interactions. Any of the four interactions can coexist, resulting in complex interactions. As an initial exploration, this paper aims at understanding each individual type of interactions, so analysis of complex combinations are left for future analyses.

We divide the dataset into subsets of interaction profiles. Each of the four video controls is associated with a simple video interaction profile, which we name as pausing, skipping, replaying and speeding respectively. Video sessions with a combination of interactions are called mixed-interacting. In addition, the video player in Coursera is found to maintain cross-video video speed consistency. That is, when a user changes the speed for a video, the new speed is kept as default for her subsequent video sessions. In other words, video sessions without speed changing events may be found to start with higher or lower speed. This phenomenon introduces a new speeding profile called implicit-speeding. The sessions with explicit speed changing events are referred to as explicit-speeding.

By naming the sessions without any video interactions as silent, we finally obtained 6 simple and 1 complex interaction profiles (mixed-interacting) as summarized in Table 2. The three rows (up to down) describe the number of video sessions, the proportion of videos and the average difficulty for each profile.

Note that we only consider whether or not specific types of video interactions occur in the sessions, e.g. the video sessions with replaying profile contain only backward seeks but nothing else, regardless of how much content is replayed. For the pausing profile, we ignore pauses shorter than 2 seconds (probably accidental pauses) or longer than 10 minutes (long breaks). Automatic pauses generated by in-video quizzes are also not considered.
In Table 2, three interaction profiles stand out. In both courses, nearly half of the video sessions contain more than a single type of video interactions (mixed-interacting); one fifth of the video sessions (silent) contain no interactions at all; pause (pausing) is the most frequently used video interactions. Table 2 also shows that the interaction profiles reflect different perceived video difficulty; the explicit-speeding profile indicates the least perceived difficulty, while pausing, replaying as well as mixed-interacting inform that the students may have more difficulty.

In the upcoming sections, we will extract video interaction features for the simple profiles and build regression models to deeply investigate the relationship between video interactions and perceived video difficulty. Note that the perceived difficulty may depend on user-specific characteristics. Having several observations per user in our dataset allows us to adopt a mixed model, where user is modeled as a random effect. Mixed models are known to be robust to missing values and unbalanced groups. In addition, least-square means (hereafter referred as LS means) mimic the main-effect means but are adjusted for group imbalance. These methods are used throughout our analysis.

Finding 1: Implicit-speeding shows a negative linear effect on the perceived video difficulty.

Figure 2 shows a linear relationship. Considering the levels are numeric, statistically we assess the effects with a mixed linear model, which shows significant negative effects ($\beta = -0.08$, 95% CI = [-0.10, -0.05], $p < .0001$). That is, an increase of 0.25 video speed results in an average decrease of perceived difficulty by 0.08.

Figure 2. LS Means of Video Session with Different Initial Speed
Explicit-Speeding Profile

Compared to the implicit-speeding sessions, students explicitly change the video speed in the explicit-speeding video sessions. We hypothesize that the following features may relate to the perceived difficulty:

(1) Frequency of effective speed ups/downs. When we count the frequency of speed change events, we group the speed ups/downs that happen within 10 second as a single event, because the learner may simply try out different speeds during this period. We do it for both up and down events, and call these new events effective speed ups/downs.

(2) Amount of average speed change. In order to obtain the average speed change, we first compute the average speed for the video session, which is the weighted arithmetic mean of the video speeds at all video seconds. Then, we subtract the initial speed from this average to obtain the amount of average speed change.

Considering the initial video speed may influence the analysis of these features, we analyze the video sessions that are started with 1.0, which are the most common observations (36%) for this profile. Both features are continuous, and are distributed empirically lognormal. The average speed changes are of ratio values ranging between -0.25 and 1.0, while the 99% frequencies are integers less than 8. The relationships between the features and the perceived video difficulty are not necessarily linear, so we build Generalized Additive Mixed Models (GAMM) for the analysis. Compared to Generalized Linear Models (GLM), GAMM fits the data points with a spline smoother, which is able to capture non-linear relationship. Our reported statistics will include the estimated degrees of freedom (edf) together with the p-value of an F-test that test whether the smoothed function significantly reduced model deviance. This GAMM modeling technique will be used primarily throughout this paper for analyzing continuous, widespread features.

Finding 2: Speed-down frequency has a positive linear effect, while the amount of average speed increase has a monotonically negative effect till saturation point 0.4

Our multiple GAMM regression model with the frequency of speed ups/downs and average speed change as explanatory variables shows that the frequency of the speed-ups does not significantly correlate with perceived difficulty (p=0.73), but the other two have significant effects. The effect of speed-down frequency is positively linear ($\beta = 0.06$, 95% CI = [0.02, 0.09], $p < .005$), while the effect of average amount of speed change is non-linear with (edf = 2.683, $p < .0001$) as depicted in Figure 3.

As for the finding of the speed changing frequency, it should be noted that the analysis is based on a subset of video sessions that are started with speed 1.0. There are more higher speed options than lower in this condition. However, we find out that the effect of the speed-up frequency is not significant, while the frequency of change in the other direction is significant. In fact, frequenter speed-downs are only possible if the video speed had already been increased before. Keeping the amount of speed change constant, it is interesting that the events that revert the video speed are stronger indicator of higher video difficulty.
As expected, the amount of speed change negatively correlates with the perceived video difficulty. This effect is only prominent when the amount is less than 0.4, after which the effect saturates. Further increases do not significantly reflect the changes in perceived difficulty.

**Pausing Profile**

Similar to the previous modeling process, for the pausing profile we hypothesize that the frequency and duration of pauses may relate to the perceived video difficulty.

**1) Frequency of pauses.** As discussed previously, we take pauses that last between 2 seconds and 10 minutes into account only. In fact, numerous pauses shorter than 2 seconds or across several days are observed in the dataset. The extremely short pauses do not make much sense in terms of cognitive processing, while the long ones may indicate the learners are taking breaks, when they are out of the cognitive processes for video comprehension. The choices of 2 seconds / 10 minutes as thresholds are arguably arbitrary, i.e. it is difficult to argue why 3 seconds or 11 minutes are not chosen, but we have tried slightly different values and achieve results that are robust to the choices of thresholds.

**2) Median duration of pauses.** The durations of pauses distribute exponentially with long tail. We then use the median of pause duration to gauge the time dimension of pauses. This statistic is more robust compared to mean or sum under the given data distribution. In fact, the data distributions of both features are highly skewed with long tail, so logarithm transformations (natural base) are used before fitting the GAMM model.

*Finding 3: Pause Frequency matters more than duration*

The pause frequency (edf = 3.14, p < .0001) and the pause median duration (edf = 2.439, p < .0001) both show significant non-linear effects on perceived video difficulty when fitted in multiple GAMM regression as covariates. The GAMM fit is illustrated in Figure 4. We can see that the effect of pause frequency has visually larger slope over the pause median duration. Lots of video sessions are found to contain high pause frequency (e.g. more than 10), where the students may constantly encounter problems in the videos. Note that the curve for median pause duration stabilized and maximized at around 4.1, which corresponds to 60 seconds. This indicates that the pauses longer than 1 minute reflect on average a similar level of perceived video difficulty.
Skipping Profile
For the video sessions of skipping profile, we evaluate the following two features:

(1) **Frequency of forward seeks.** A seek event is created when the user scrubs the playhead to a new position or click a new position on the time indicator. In the case of scrubbing, the system automatically generates a number of intermediate seeking events. In this analysis we analyze the number of raw forward seek events.

(2) **Skipped video length.** The skipped video length refers to the amount of video seconds skipped by forward seeks. Some video sessions contain less than 10% unwatched content due to slightly earlier video closing, but they are not considered when we compute this feature.

These two features are also highly skewed with long tail, so we apply natural logarithm before fitting the model.

**Finding 4: Infrequent or large skip suggests higher perceived video difficulty**

The forward seeking frequency shows a negative linear effect ($\beta = -0.13$, 95% CI = [-0.19, -0.06], $p < .0005$). This is not surprising since we anticipate the students to “jump” forward more often when they think the videos are easier. In practice, frequently seeking forward leads to video skimming, which can be seen as an alternative way for speeding up the video. Recall the results in the analysis of the speeding profile: largely decreasing the video speed has a similar negative correlation with perceived video difficulty. The students who interact in this way may find skimming through the content sufficient for understanding the video.

On the other hand, when we keep the seek frequency constant, we find the skipped video length exerts a positive non-linear effect ($\text{edf} = 1.56$, $p < .0005$). The estimated degree of freedom is quite close to 1, so the latter effect is close to a negative linear result, as depicted in Figure 5. This finding contradicts our expectation that more skipped content may indicate the videos are boring and easy. In fact, this may be an indication of higher difficulty. So, if highly frequent forward seeking is for quickly grasping the gist of the video, then large skipping may be “giving up” the video.

Replaying Profile
The video sessions of replaying profile are analyzed in a similar way as we did for the skipping profile. The following two features are analyzed:

(1) **Frequency of backward seeks.**

(2) **Replayed video length.** The replayed video length refers to the video seconds that are re-watched.

Note that the same parts of video can be watched several times. This measure accumulatively sums the replayed video length.

Similar to our analysis of the skipping profile, these two features are highly skewed. We take the natural log of the original features and model them with multiple GAMM regression.
**Finding 5: Less frequent or large amount of re-watching indicates higher video difficulty**

The replayed video length shows a positive effect on the perceived difficulty (edf = 2.20, p < .0001) as depicted in Figure 6 (Right). We can see that the curve has a monotonically sharp increasing trend until the value on the x-axis reaches around 6, which translates to replayed video length of 300-400 seconds. Afterwards, the curve bends down a little bit and the confidence interval band starts expanding. This shows that the more a student replays the video, the more she may perceive the video as difficult. The effect is shown stronger when the replayed length is less than 5 minutes. The finding generally coincides with our expectations.

However, keeping the replayed video length constant, the frequency of backward seeks surprisingly shows a significant, though visually small negative effect on the perceived video difficulty (edf = 1.36, p < .0005). We have similar findings in the DSP dataset as well. This is interesting, since it suggests that higher average replayed length per seek reflects higher video difficulty. In addition, we found in the sessions containing high number of frequent backward seeks, the events typically occurred within very short intervals, indicating that the students were deliberately looking for specific video frames. In this case, the behavior can be seen as more of “frame-seeking” than “re-watching”.

---

**Discussion and Conclusion**

So far we have employed statistical methods to reveal the relationships between video interactions and perceived video difficulty. We identified simple video interaction features that indicate students’ perceived video difficulty. With the mixed model analysis, we can infer the changes of subjective video difficulty of a student from video to video, based on the changes of the aforementioned features. To summarize, video speed decreases, frequent and long pauses, infrequent seeks with high amount of skipping or re-watching suggest higher video difficulty. These findings have answered the main research questions of this paper.

**Limitations**

Although the results presented in this paper are statistically significant, the magnitudes of the effects are small, i.e. we have not seen the average perceived difficulty changes drastically within the variation range of the presented video features. There are many possible reasons. First, students study MOOCs with various motives, educational background, personal characteristics, habits and learning strategy, and all of these factors may also explain much of the variance in the perceived video difficulty. Second, the students can externalize the perceived difficulty in alternative ways, e.g. instead of adopting a video...
interaction style, they may choose to tackle the problem in the forum or search in the internet after watching the videos etc. Third, in this paper we only analyze video behaviors of the first-time watching sessions, video-revisiting behaviors would probably also influence the perceived difficulty of the current or next couple of videos. Last but not least, the perceived video difficulty was posteriorly measured per video, however the video interactions occurred at different parts of different videos. In this paper, we pursue to generalize the effects of the video interaction features rather than video content features, so we did not analyze the video content, which definitely also exert effects.

Impact of the Results
The majority of existing MOOC research focus on predicting students’ dropouts or performance, whose relationships to video behaviors may not be causal. Factors such as learning motives and online learning experiences may confound in between. Since lecture videos play a central role in MOOC learning, how students perceive the videos is an important measure of learning experiences. Despite the limitations presented before, the greatest impact of this paper is the empirical revelation of the variation trends of the perceived video difficulty from the perspective of video interactions. There are usually dozens of lecture videos for each MOOC. The findings in this paper have the potential to help detect how the students may perceive the video difficulty differently among the lecture videos. MOOC practitioners may use the insights to capture the students’ potential change of difficulty perception from their video behaviors, so that proper interventions (e.g. supporting materials) can be introduced for help.

Future Work
Within the scope of this paper, we only analyzed simple video profiles. Future work may include analyses of the complex video profile, which contains multiple types of video interactions. Clustering the data with video features into groups of similar patterns is a tentative method for analysis. In addition, more comprehensive insights about how the students learn require combing video interaction analysis with analyses of other MOOC interactions, such as those happened in the form and quizzes. Video-revisiting behaviors can also be examined.
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